
INT. GARY’S TOWNHOUSE - NIGHT

Gary is asleep in bed. The phone rings. Gary answers,

groggily.

GARY

(into phone)

Hello?

MARY (O.C.)

It’s time!

Gary puts a pillow over his head, then hears a rap on the

window.

He takes the pillow off and sees Mary dressed all in black,

looking in on him.

INT. GARY’S CAR - NIGHT

Gary’s driving. He watches as Mary puts a handful of tiny

cameras in her pocket.

GARY

If bugging our son’s apartment is

what you have to do to be able to

accept our new daughter in law, I

guess that’s your process. But I

have to tell you, I think it’s

sick.

MARY

Thanks for the support, Gare. Okay,

they left for the movie at 2100

hours and the movie runs an hour

and 20 minutes. Travel time to the

theatre is 15 minutes, without

delays, of course, so...

Mary starts calculating on her fingers.

GARY

Man, kids go out late, don’t they?

I can’t remember the last time I

went somewhere at 9 o’clock.

Mary finishes her calculations.

MARY

Yep, we’re good for another half

hour, more than enough time.
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EXT. RYAN’S APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

Gary watches from the car as Mary stands at the front of

Ryan’s building and presses all the buzzers in a big

sweeping motion. Mary hears a voice through the speaker.

VOICE (O/S)

Hello!

MARY

Pizza delivery!

The front door opens. Mary gives Gary the thumbs up and

heads into...

INT. RYAN’S APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT

In the HALLWAY, Mary stands in front of Ryan & Jasmine’s

door, picks the lock.

A NOSY NEIGHBOR (20s) unlocks her own door across the hall

and EYES Mary.

Mary tries to hide what she’s doing but continues to try and

get the door open.

The LOCK clicks, and Mary’s inside.

INT. RYAN’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

In the entry way, Mary sees an old brown couch beside the

front door, she runs her hand over the leather with

affection. Then she notices a sign on it: "FOR GOODWILL"

MARY

Oh no.

In the LIVING ROOM, Mary sees a white leather couch, looks

back at the brown couch, kicks the leg of the white couch.

MARY

Jasmine.

She notices a MIRROR over the FIREPLACE, walks over and

HIDES A SMALL CAMERA at the top of the mirror. Mary clicks

it on.
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INT. GARY’S CAR - NIGHT

Gary is sitting in the car, reading an article on his phone

about whether Jasmine got breast implants.

MARY

(shouting)

Gary? You hear me? GARY!

This startles Gary and he drops his phone under the seat.

GARY

Loud and clear.

Gary bends over, trying to find his phone in the dark car.

Head down, GARY DOESN’T NOTICE RYAN AND JASMINE as they walk

past the car.

INT. RYAN’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Mary walks into the BEDROOM, approaches the WARDROBE, slides

open the door, runs her hands over silk blouses, cashmere

sweaters and tailored suits - Jasmine’s side.

Then she looks at Ryan’s side: wrinkled clothes, falling off

hangers.

MARY

Oh Ryan.

Mary starts to fix Ryan’s clothes, then stops herself, and

places another SMALL CAMERA on top of the wardrobe.

MARY

That should do it.

WHAT MARY DOESN’T NOTICE IS ANOTHER TINY CAMERA ON THE OTHER

END OF THE WARDROBE, ALREADY RECORDING.

Mary hears the front door open, muffled voices. She panics,

runs to the window, it’s too high to jump.

The voices are getting closer.

So are the click clacks of Jasmine’s high heels.

Mary dives under the bed.

JASMINE

Did you leave the light on in here?

Jasmine walks into the room, all Mary can see from her

vantage point is Jasmine’s high heel shoes.
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Ryan walks in behind her, grabbing her around the waist.

They’re all over each other.

RYAN

Okay, but back to what you were

saying...reality TV is driven by

ratings. That means the process is

dependent on outcomes, and that’s

not a pure art.

Mary watches items of clothing fall to the floor and grows

increasingly anxious.

First Jasmine’s dress...

JASMINE

I’m not arguing it’s art. I’m

saying it has creative aspects. But

of course it’s all about how many

people watch it. And that’s good.

Your YouTube channel is about the

same exact thing.

Then Ryan’s shirt...

RYAN

My YouTube channel is about me

putting my music out there in the

most democratic way possible,

completely bypassing the record

industry.

Ryan’s belt...

JASMINE

Exactly what I was

saying...ratings democratize the

process, the people have spoken. TV

ratings,

YouTube subscribers...they’re the

same thing. It’s just people

showing you they want you.

Boxers...

RYAN

I want you.

Ryan and Jasmine are in bed now, Mary covers her ears and

squints her eyes shut, hoping and praying that the sounds

and movements happening inches above her head will stop.
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INT. GARY’S CAR - NIGHT

Gary hears the audio feed of Ryan and Jasmine having sex in

the car, and chuckles to himself.

Even though Mary can’t hear him, he says:

GARY

Oh, Mary. How’s it going for you so

far?


